II {(1 -X2"+2)(l + **-+»*) (1 + X2»+12T1)} = X) *n'zB n«"0 n«>-oc with Z5¿0 and \x\ <1. However the two identities of Euler,
are rather easily established [l, p. 49] . It does not seem to have been noticed that Jacobi's triple product identity follows simply from
Euler's identities. 00 00 jyTt nrtl
(all terms of the sum with negative n are zero)
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n (i -*w)J=0 Í-0 (using (E2) and replacing ra+wt by ra in the inner sum). The above argument is valid provided ¡x| <\z\. The complete result for all nonzero z follows by analytic continuation. 
